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brewing for a long time, movie "spider man: Homecoming" (Spider-Man: Homecoming) officially released in Taiwan today, viewing
the same time booking merchandise is not to be missed, this time with the movie with New Balance Marvel to launch marvel, with
FuelCore Sonic running shoes led the launch of Spider-Man theme for BOA joint, FuelCore Sonic loading lacing system in order to
build aerospace grade stainless steel rope material, simple knob action can tension, relax, to a certain extent also echoed the spider
man spinning moves, in addition with the theme of children's KID99 more distinctive characteristics, and spider man signs of red and
blue colors to choose from, kids can easily show love the heroes in their minds; some are full of spider man boxed elements, even
paper packaging are printed on the comic, high degree of completion. The shoes are currently in the New Balance website listed,
FuelCore Sonic price of $129.99, KID 99 is priced at $59.99, the New Balance Taiwan Performance in Taiwan also has a fan page
sharing news, if researchers are interested in prospecting shoe may be directly to the official contact with sale information. 
The 
in blue and red shirt superhero is this type of film editing starting point, still remember when the wall in the room was also close to
early 2002 release of "Spider Man" poster, now back to marvel and SONY pictures again the familiar hero, about the film you may
wish to free version of thunder refer to introduction friends station brought by KEEDAN (I go), also stand on the recently just made
FuelCore Sonic special report with you further understanding of this kind of running shoes. 

source: New, Balance, Taiwan, Performance / New, Balance

Air Jordan V Retro Low 'Dunk From Above' (2/20) will tomorrow in Taiwan officially on sale, we have now released prospecting shoe
finishing selling dealer link in the Facebook way, the actual selling way and the place to store transaction mechanism please
announcement. 
Wuchang 
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source: Nike

had very little in 2007 sale of the Air Jordan 1 "Xi Qing" after a lapse of 6 years to be engraved Nike recently listed, I believe you
should have many shoe prospecting notice this year engraved version and the original 07 years there is a little difference, 13 years in
the shoe body version version or the material has made a change, let us get a glimpse of what! Photograph: Sneaker 

The 
Nike N7 project since it was founded in 2007 and is committed to the promotion of North American aboriginal culture, every year will
launch a series of themed shoes, the use of the unique tribal totem elements, showing the local characteristics in different styles. In
addition to the familiar Nike, N7 branch this year also added a strong partner, Jordan Brand will join the ranks of the family for the first
time, and Nike together to create N7 Collection in 2015, a total of Air Jordan 7, Air Jordan 1 Low, Jordan Super.Fly, Nike Run, Roshe
PO 3 Nike 5 Free fresh combination, recently also released photos, also to mark the color collocation of lending, and have the N7
logo on the body of the shoe embroidered, N7 Collection will be officially listed abroad in June 3rd. 
Jordan Super.Fly 3 PO N7 Air Jordan 1 Low N7 Jordan Air 7 N7 Nike Roshe Run N7 Nike Womens Free 5 N7 Nike Free N7 
source: Sneaker News

time has entered the end of the year, when it comes to the end of the most exciting festival, you in my heart there is only one answer:
Christmas around the world, from the beginning of December will be filled with a thick smell of Christmas, red and green will be full in
my surroundings, for each pair of couple is more worth made elaborate preparations for the day, and from Japan to sports brand
Onitsuka Tiger as its foundation, especially the launch of two to Xmas as the design of the pattern matching shoes, respectively,
through the blue green base and red plaid pattern to create a green base with the December Festival breath shoes. 
CALIFORNIA 78 
blue green plaid is in CALIFORNIA 78 based on the type of shoes, toe and shoe side into Gewen fabrics will bring out Onitsuka
Tiger's famous Tiger Stripe lines, while retaining the CALIFORNIA 78 iconic extended heel outsole. 
SERRANO 
SERRANO shoes as the starting of red and green plaid style, characterized by a pattern of classic red and green color of England,
echoing with the tongue on the red Onitsuka Tiger logo, has a thin soft bottom SERRANO, lightweight shoes is many favorite female
love with styles. 

Onitsuka Tiger Xmas Series is now selling 



CALIFORNIA 78 NT$NT$2500
3000 

Kobe Bryant NBA is retiring from football in the next week at the end of the regular season, occupation career has arrived at twilight
in the shoes hanging on the eve of earlier NIKEiD Kobe XI Elite Low to add new upper options, from Losangeles local natural
landscape features, provides three different combinations of the gradient effect second, from the blue and yellow to a dark red purple
color, creating a soft image of sunset afterglow of the sunset, in tribute to their Kobe Bryant occupation career end. It can now be
designed and ordered on NIKEiD line, priced at US $245 (depending on the configuration at the bottom). 

https://twitter.com/NIKEiD/status/717381793268117504

source: NIKEiD

"spider man: Homecoming Day" movie, I wonder if you have seen it yet? This year, New Balance and Marvel Spider-Man to launch
the theme of Marvel's joint series, by FuelCore Sonic of adult lightweight running shoes debut of the new leader, teamed up with the
KV99 children's shoes, become your idea of a super hero, Be the hero! Now buy Spider-Man theme joint series of children's shoes
to get limited movie tickets, more details please contact New Balance Taiwan official Performance fan page. 
Spider-Man social assetsBOA 
New Balance Spider-Man theme lacing system joint series FuelCore Sonic loading, with aerospace grade stainless steel wire to
create simple knob action can tension, relax, it echoes the spider man spinning moves, vamp with smooth silicone black mesh, in
addition to the viscous visual analog of spider silk, add one more touch feeling the heel of the shoe in black, white reflective coated
grid standard shoes hidden spider pattern, professional running shoes collocation in the bottom, to create a comfortable personality
without losing super hero experience. 
model: MSONISM 

source: Sneakernews
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